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PERIODIC AURORAL EVENTS AT THE HIGH-LATITUDE 
CONVECTION REVERSAL IN THE 16 MLT REGION 
Per Even Sandholt 
Department of Physics• University of Os!o, Norway 
Mike Lockwood 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, UK 
i•bstract. Combined optical and radar different plasma populations and the 
observations of two breakup-like auroral corresponding signatures in the auroral 
events near the polar cap boundary, ionosphere (e.g. Sandholt et al. 1989- 
within 74-76 ø MLAT and 1210 - 1240 UT b,c). it is pointed out that the diffe- 
troughly 1540 - 1610 MLT) on 9 Jan. 1989 rent discrete auroral structures/activi- 
are reported. A two-component structure ties on the dayside• separated in lati- 
of the auroral phenomenon is indicated, tude and longitude, may mad to different 
with a local intensification of the pre- magnetospheric flow shear zones such as 
existing arc as well as a separate, the cusp/mantle boundary, the interface 
tailward moving discrete auroral event on between the low-latitude bo•dary layer 
•.he poleward side of the background aur- (LLBL) and the central plasma sheet 
or'a• close to the reversal between well- (CPS) , and the plasma sheet boundary 
•e•fined zones of sunward and tailward ion layer (PSBL). 
flows. The all-sky TV observations do not It has been suggested that the LLBL/PS 
indicate a connection between the two boundary on the dusk flank can be Kelvin- 
components, which also show different Helmholtz unstable and the source of 
.optical spectral composition. The 16 MLT field-aligned currents/auroral activity 
background arc is located on sunward in the evening sector during substorms 
co•vecting field lines, as opposed to the (Rostoker and Eastman• 1987} and that 
1.2-14 MLT auroral emission observed on auroral bright "spots" closer to magnetic 
•.his day. Although the magnetospheric noon may also be caused by such a mecha- 
plasma source(s) of the 16 MLT events are nism (Lui et al., 1989). 
not easily identified from these ground- In this paper EISCAT ion drift obser- 
based data alone, it is suggested that • vations are combined with optical obser- 
the lower and higher latitude components• vations from Svalbard of certain auroral 
may map to the plasma sheet boundary events near the polar cad boundary at 16 
layer and along open field lines to the MLT that are in some respects similar to 
magnetopause boundary, respectively. •e the dayside breakup event phenomenon 
events occur at the time of enhancements reported earlier (Sandholt et al., 1989a; 
of westward ionospheric ion flow and Sandholt et al., 1990a)• although the• 
c•orresponding eastward electrojet current may well belong to a separate category of 
•outh of 74 • MLAT. Thus, they seem to be phenomenon. The near 16 MLT events repor- 
tcry significant events, involving perio- ted here are part of a long sequence of 
•ic (10 min period), tailward moving events within 0830-1300 UT (!200-!630 
filaments of field-aligned current/dis- MLT) on 9 Jan. 1989 (see Lockwood et al. 
.crete auroral emission at the 16 MLT 1990b and Sandholt et al. !990b concer- 
polar cap boundary. ning observations before 1210 UT). 
Introduction Observation techniques 
The identification of the ionospheric The optical observations were obtained 
•ig.natures of the different magnetosphe- by a 4-channel meridian scanning photome- 
tic boundary layer phenomena, including ter system and two all-sky TV cameras, 
pressure Du!ses, Ke!vin-He!mholtz waves one ISIT (intensifier-silicon-intensifier 
a• transient magnetic reconnection, is a target) camera with maximum sensitivity 
major objective, since good information between 400 and 500 nm and a CCD (charge ~ 
o• the spatial and temporal evolution of coupled device) camera with 630.0 nm 
•e ionospheric "footprints" is essential filter, operated at N• Ales•nd, Sva!bard 
for the understanding of the respective (cf. fig. 1). The meridian scanned by the 
•'bo•ndary !a•er processes and the associ- photometers (approximately the magnetic 
at•.• magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. meridian) every 18 seconds as well as t.•.he 
Combined satellite and •roun4-based useful field of view of the cameras (a 
o•ervations can be used to identify the circle of radius 500 kin) are marked in 
figure 1. 
The ion drift observations were o,b•ai- 
•'•Jr::igh• 1990 by the .American Ge.ophys•ioaI •ion. ned by operating the 'EISCAT UHF raaar in 
the beam-swinging >•,e "'P,,olar • (version 
187'7 
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invariant latitude every 2.5 min. 
locations of drift vector gates 1, 5, 10, 
15, 20, and 25 are marked in figure 
i.e. midway between the two azimuths 
the same L-shell. The longitudinal sepa- 
ration of the corresponding gates at the 
two azimuths increases from 220 km for 
gate 1, up to 565 km for gate 25. 
The EISCAT flow data are derived using 
the beam-swinging technique which makes 
assumptions about the temporal and spa- 
tial variability of the flow in the radar 
field-of-view (Willis et al., 1986). 
Specifically, it is assumed that the flow 
is uniform between the two beam direc- 
tions employed and that it varies line- 
arly with time over each 5-minute beam- 
swinging cycle. Field-perpendicular fl• 
vectors are derived every 2.5 minutes 
from the post-integrated line-of-sight 
velocities for each 130 seconds dwell at 
Fig. 1. Map including Svalbard and North each azimuth, i.e. data are three-•int 
Norway with the sites of the EISCAT radar running means of 2.5 min. resolution 
(near Troms½) and the optical installa- observations. Both the above assumptions 
tions in Ny Alesund (see text). on temporal and spatial variability may 
be locally invalid during transient• 
630.Onto 557.Tnrn localised auroral events like those 
2.5kR I10kR described n this paper (cf. Lockwood et al., 1990b) . However, gross features• 
like the convection reversal boundary, 
should be accurately reproduced. 
1210 
UT 
1220 
1230 
1240' 
40 0 -40 40 0 -40 
ZENITH ANGLE 
Data presentation 
Figure 2 shows stacked photometer 
traces of auroral emissions at 630.0 and 
557.7 nm, respectively, for the time 
period 1205-1240 UT (- 1535-1610 MLT) on 
9 Jan. 1989. We concentrate on two auro- 
ral events that are separated by approxi- 
mately 10 minutes, each consisting of two 
components at different latitudes. The 
most equatorward intensification in each 
case (near 1214 and 1225 UT) occurs 
within the persistent background aurora. 
The other component is well separated 
from the background emission, on the 
poleward side. As seen by the ISIT camera 
(sensitive to discrete emissions includ- 
ing that at 557.7 nm) the latter consists 
of an east-west elongated sheet-like 
entity with rays in it which expands 
rapidly eastward (tailward) . In both 
these cases the most equatorward intensi- 
fication started a few minutes before the 
brightening at higher latitude. 
Figure 3 shows a sequence of 2-secon.d 
averaged ISIT all-sky TV images of dis- 
crete auroral forms within 122300- 
123000 UT covering the second of the two 
major cases in figure 2. Notice the 
intensification of the background emis- 
sion in the south at 1225 UT and the 
narrow, elongated structure that appeared 
in the west at 122600 and expanded ra- 
pidly eastward until 122700 UT. Another 
eastward expanding rayed form is seen 
within 122800 - 122900 UT. 
Fig. 2. Stacked auroral scanning photom- The ion drift vectors obtained by the 
eter traces for the wavelength channels EISCAT radar during 1205 - 1245 • are 
630.0 and 557.7 nm. shown in figure 4. The boundary between 
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the transient events is loc ted $ th 
the convection reversal hereas the 
higher latitude structure app ars c os 
to the convection boundary. 
i•. 3. s integrated all-sky TV picture 
sega,once of discrete auroral forms within 
1 .30 - 1•3000 UT in zenith angle geo- 
•rap.ic azimuth coordinates. 
Discussion 
It has been suggested that lar -sc 1 
waves on the LLBL PS boundary y modul- 
ate precipitating electrons tha are al- 
ready present from the LLBL . Such -odu- 
lations ay Give rise to periodic auroral 
events, preferentially in the - 13-15 ML 
'• sector (cf. Potemra et al., 1990; Sand- 
• holt etal., 1990b). Rostoker and Eas ar 
(1987) suggested that episodes of enhan- 
ced •omentu- density produced by burst• 
of magnetotail reconnectior is •deq_ate 
to produce Kelvin-Hel..holtz waves over an 
azimuthally limited portion of the d•sk 
sector CPS/LLBL interface. 
One problem with the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
and pressure pulse theories (cf. SoutP- 
wood and Kivelson, 1990) in relatio 
the present cases is that they 
predict vortical ion flo• patterns which 
•--• L-•'- •,- f_••---• • • •__-2_ •[ are not resolved in the radar data, 
-- _ ...... • ß ...... possibly due to the limited temporal and 
---- ----- __- __- ___--/.•- / ! ß .- _.-- ___ • • ! 
> -"•- .... •-' • ' ...... ! spatial resolution of the boa--swinging 
- /• '• ............. / technique In addition the local r. agne- 
-_ ,-'•' • -: .... x ...... • tograms does not show evidence of vcrti- 
• ..... • ........ cal ionospheric convection structures 
5',- • • • C .' • • C C •' •-'x • • •?, The observed discrete auroral activity 
• .... • - >--••• • - --•- --I near the 16 MLT polar cap boundary a•- 
• • "• • •-•'Q ••••• • f"•'-•.•-! map to the plasma sheet boundary layer 
.• ........ ,__•• • • • i (PSBL) instead of the LLBL PS botndary 
- ' ............ -•-'• < t (cf. Vasyliunas, 19-9- Heelis etal. ,........... '• 1980) . Notice from figure • that the 
background arc, containing a significart ñ - •' /• Green li e intensit• n additior tothe 
Iln•versal Time red line, is located on sunward convect- 
ing field lines. This is different fro•. 
F! . 4. Ion drift vectors at 25 range the 12-14 MLT events observed this sa. e 
•tes within 1 -78 • invariant latitude day when the background 630.0 nr aurora 
( f. figure 1) and relationship with was associated with eastward (tailward] 
total observations (see text). ion flow (Lockwood et al., 1990b). 
The two spatially separateJ co_ponents 
Dr •o inantly eastward flow in the north- of the auroral events, located at diffe- 
rn part of the radar field of view and rent sides of the convection reversal, 
• estward flow to the south has been with different optical spectral co posi- 
- •d by a dot-dash line. The dashed tion (cf. figure 2), may indicate that 
•n t lower latitudes mark the equator- two d•fferent plasma sources ar invol- 
r bo ..dary of the persistent 630.0 nm ved. It is recognized that the hi her 
rsra dis layed in figure 9.. The trans- latitude events appear nd ..oue pole ard 
or ation from zenith angle to invariant and duskward along the polar cap bounda- 
ß titude is based on an assumed emission ry, while the lo er latitude event is 
t•tude of 250 km of the 630.0 nm auro- more stationary, i.e. a local intensifi- 
transient auroral events within cation of the background aurora. The 11- 
- { - 1220 and 1224 - 1230 UT are indi- sky pictures do not indic te d•rect 
' t d by olid lines, assuming; an alti- connection between the two co•ponents. 
of 150 km of the lower border of the The enhanced westward flow and e st- 
cr te forms. ward electrojet activity that re obser- 
h poleward boundary of the persis- red to accompany the events re tak n to 
n. a•ror (not marked in the figure) is be s•Gnatures of enhanced mo entu tr s- 
nd to be located close to the convec- for from th magnetosphere. Because o 
1 n rover al during large parts of the the uncertainties in the po•sibl loca- 
. t rva . This indicates that the main tion of reconnection X-line at th 
r of the persistent auroral arc is magnetop use and in field line appinG i 
c ted with sunward convecti. nG maGne- is not clear wheth r th flow nhanc ent 
ph•r c plasma. at 16 MLT is driven by reconnection at 
h•. initial, equatorward component of the d ysid m n top us or i th• •o- 
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magnetic tail (Lockwood et al., 1990b). ionosphere, J. GeoDhys. Res., in 
It is noted, however, that optical struc- 1990a. 
tures similar to the poleward component Lockwood, M. et al., Auroral and p!a.s 
of the present events are observed near flow transients at magnetic 
midday and in the post- and prenoon sec- Planet..Space. Sci..,, in press, 1990b. 
tors during negative IMF Bz (Sandholt et Lui, A.T.Y. et al., Auroral bright 
al., 1990a). The dayside breakup sequence on the dayside oval, J- GeoDh¾s? ..... 
consists of transient auroral structures 9__4, 5515-5522, 1989. 
which form near the equatorward edge of Potemra, A. et al., Periodic auroral 
the background stable cusp or cleft forms and geomagnetic field osci!la- 
aurora, propagate poleward and fade away tions in the 1400 MLT region• j. 
after 2 to 10 minutes. In general they phys. Res., in press 1990. 
don' t show the two-component structure Rostoker, G. et a!., A boundary layer 
that is indicated in the 16 MLT events, model for magnetospheric substorms• 
although similar structure has been J. Geoph¾s. Res ........ 92, 12!87, 1987. 
observed also near midday. They were Sandholt, P.E. et al., Midday aurora! 
found to strongly resemble the expected breakup, J. Geoma•. Geoelectr...,._, 
ionospheric signatures of time-dependent 371, 1989a. 
dayside reconnection. IMF data are not Sandholt, P.E. et al., Electrodynamics of 
available for the present case (R. Leppi- the polar cusp ionosphere: A 
ng, personal communication, 1990). study, J. G.e..oDhys. Res., 9__4, 6713• 
Although the plasma sources of these 1989b. 
auroral events are not easily identified, Sandholt, P.E. et al., Structure 
they seem to be very significant events, dynamics in the polar cleft: Coordina- 
i.e. ionospheric signatures of plasma ted satellite and ground-based observa- 
dynamics in the corresponding magneto- tions in the prenoon sector. J. 
spheric boundary region (boundary waves phys. Res., 94, 8928, 1989c. 
or reconnection process); the coupling Sandholt, P.E.et al., Midday auroral 
with the ionosphere giving rise to perio- 
dic (!0 min period) filaments of tailward 
moving field-aligned current/discrete 
auroral emission at the 16 MLT polar cap 
boundary. 
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